GENERAL ASSEMBLY

ELEVENTH PLENARY SESSION

Tuesday, 23 - Thursday, 25 June, 1998
BUCHAREST
The International Conference Center - “I.C. Bratianu” Hall
Palace of the Parliament

DRAFT AGENDA

1. Opening Ceremony
   Statements by Personalities

2. Matters of Procedure
   a) Adoption of the Agenda (Doc GA 4026/98)
   b) Adoption of the Order of Business (Doc GA 4027/98)
   c) Examination of New Credentials (Doc GA 4028/98)
   d) Approval of the Minutes of the Tenth Plenary Session of the General Assembly
      held on 9-11 December 1997 in Chisinau (Doc GA 4015/98)
   e) Progress Report of the Bureau and the Standing Committee (Doc GA 4029/98)

3. General Debate : The Fifth Anniversary of the Parliamentary Assembly of the
   Black Sea Economic Cooperation
   ◦ Statements by Speakers/Heads of national delegations
   ◦ Signing of the Declaration on the PABSEC Fifth Anniversary by the Speakers of
     the Parliaments(Doc.GA 3966/98).

4. Black Sea Economic Cooperation
   a) On the Signing of the Charter of the Organization of the Black Sea Economic
      Cooperation (Doc.GA 4030/98)
      Debate
   b) The Eleventh Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Yerevan,
      30 April 1998
      (Doc.GA 4031/98)
      Debate
   c) Meeting of the Ministers of Energy, Yerevan, 8 April 1998 (Doc.GA 4077/98)
      Debate
   d) Agreement on Cooperation in Emergency Relief (Doc.GA 4078/98)
      Debate
5. Economic, Commercial, Technological and Environmental Affairs
   a) Report on “The BSEC Stock- and Commodities Exchanges” (Doc.GA 3964/98)
   c) Seminar on “Fostering Cooperation on Small and Medium Enterprises and its Legal Framework in the Black Sea Region” (Doc.EC 4823/98 and Doc.EC 4834/98)

6. Legal and Political Affairs
   a) Report on the ”The Plan of Action of the BSEC Free Trade Area” (Doc. GA 3990/98)
   b) Recommendation 26/1998 on “The Plan of Action of the BSEC Free Trade Area” (Doc.GA 3991/98)

7. Cultural, Educational and Social Affairs
   a) Report on “Cooperation of the Academic Communities of the BSEC Member Countries and its Legal Framework” (Doc. GA 3976/98).

   a) Background paper prepared by the International Secretariat (Doc.GA 4084/98)

9. Financial Matters
   Auditing Report for the Financial Year 1997 (Doc.GA 4032/98)

10. Election of the Treasurer of the Assembly (Doc.GA 4034/98)

11. Rotation of the Presidency (Doc.GA 4046/98)

12. The 1998 Autumn Session of the General Assembly
   Date, venue and agenda

13. Closing of the General Assembly

14. Press-Conference